
TEK Instructional Strategies Evidence of Learning Materials and
Resources:

"TODAY the student will
learn/master…"

How will the student
demonstrate that they have

mastered the focused learning of
the day?

"I/You will..."

Mon Math:

We will read and write time to the
nearest one-minute increment
using analog and digital clocks and
distinguish between a.m. and p.m.
(2.9.G)

Lesson 18.1 and Giant clock. Make a giant
clock with the numbers on construction
paper.  Show the different times using
the students bodies. Discuss the short
hand/ long hand, one hour increments,
30 minute increments, and 15 minute
increments. While students are not the
ones making the clock have them
draw/make clock on white boards or
small clocks. Discuss the different times
of day that are relevent to the student.

I will use clocks to tell time. construction paper, white
boards, markers

Reading Comprehension:
TEKS:2.9A describe similarities and
differences in the plots and settings
of several works by the same
author. 2.9B describe the main
characters in works of fiction,
including their traits, motivations
and feelings.

Read The Cat in the Hat. Make an
inference poster analyzing the character
traits of Sally and her brother. Write the
characteristics of the cat on the hat and
use proof from the story to show why
you think that. Make your own Cat in the
Hat hat.Critical Writing Prompt: Would
you let The Cat in the Hat in our
classroom? Why or why not? What
would he do in our classroom?

I will infer from the story to
analyze the character of the Cat
in the Hat. We will infer from the
story and do a character analysis
of Sally and her brother.

Cat in Hat Directed Drawing
Link:
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=-_L0xsN-ogc
Supplies needed for Cat in
the Hat hat:  White paper
plate and white paper lunch
sack, red markers and tape.

Phonics:

2.2A.ii We will decode
words in context and
independent of context by
applying common spelling
patterns. 

Brainstorm -ly, -ful words on the
smartboard.  Make a focus chart
of suffixes and how they had
new meaning.  Introduce the
spelling words: badly, bravely,
awful, bashful, boatful.

I will apply the spelling pattern
to spell five unknown words with
suffix ly and ful.

Writing/Grammar

TEKS:2.19C write brief comments
on literary or informal texts.

Reader’s Response: What would you do if
you were the cat in the hat?  Daily Five
Activities: Listen to Dr. Seuss online &
answer the comprehension sheet every
day. -Readers Response - Wacky
Sentences (sentence editing)  Read a Dr.
Seuss book with a partner every day and
complete book review or flip book.

We will write brief comments on
literary and informal texts. I will
write brief comments on literary
and informal texts.

Week of February 29 Lesson Planning
Guide

Day
and
Time

Units, Chapters,
Concepts…



Social Studies:

We will identify contributions of
historical figures, including
Theodore Roosevelt and WEB
DuBois, who have influenced the
community, state, and nation
(2.4AB). Supporting: 2.13 A,C,D,
2.19A

-Review the idea that good citizens give
back and take care of their community
just like the mayor, governors, and
presidents do. Teddy Roosevelt (the 26th
president) thought conservation of the
environment was important, so he
started the first national park. WEB
DuBois (an African American civil rights
activist) thought all women should have
the same rights as men and education
should be fair for all. Show short national
park video. Create a class tree map for
good citizens: (3 branches) participating
in government, caring for community,
personal actions.

I will categorize ways good
citizens can conduct themselves,
be involved with the
government, and care for their
community.

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=wJpDat6bKLk

Tues Math:

We will read and write time to the
nearest one-minute increment
using analog and digital clocks and
distinguish between a.m. and p.m.
(2.9.G)

Lesson 18.2 Time to 5 minutes.
Play I have, who has with clocks. I will use clocks to tell time. I have who has cards, clocks

Reading Comprehension:

TEKS:2.9A describe similarities and
differences in the plots and settings
of several works by the same
author. 2.9B describe the main
characters in works of fiction,
including their traits, motivations
and feelings.

Read Oh the Places You’ll Go. Class
bucket list made out of Dr. Seuss’ hat
poster of things to accomplish together
that year! Quote from book-there is no
one more youer than you. What makes
you special and draw a self portrait.
Critical Writing Prompt: How have you
changed so far over time? What great
thing do you want to do?

I will infer from the story to
analyze the book "Oh the Places
you will go". We will infer from
the story and do a character
analysis of Sally and her brother.

Phonics:

2.2A.ii We will decode
words in context and
independent of context by
applying common spelling
patterns. 

Write a list of words that contain
the suffixes.  Use the suffix to
determine the meaning of
unknown words.

I will apply the spelling pattern
to spell five unknown words with
suffix ly and ful.

Writing/Grammar
TEKS:2.19C write brief comments
on literary or informal texts.

Decorate a hot air balloon and or
directional sign on the basket where you
plan to go. What things do you plan to
do?

We will write brief comments on
literary and informal texts. I will
write brief comments on literary
and informal texts.

Supplies Needed:
Sticks/straws for arrows or
yarn for hot air balloon.

Social Studies:

We will identify ways that public
officials are selected, including
election and appointment to office
(2.12C). Supporting: 2.12 A,B,D
2.19A

Election Day (since it really falls on Tuesdays)!
Set up voting booth for students to cast a
vote for their favorite candy bar. Use this
exercise to explain elected officials vs.
appointed officials. Name our mayor,
governor, and the sitting president. Discuss
election day coming up on the first Tuesday
in November.

I will participate in a class
election and explain the
difference between an elected
official and an appointed official.

-election booth -candy
candidates  -class set of
each candy to pass out
when the election is over

Wed Math:

We will read and write time to the
nearest one-minute increment
using analog and digital clocks and
distinguish between a.m. and p.m.
(2.9.G)

Lesson 18.3 Time to the Minute.
Play clock scavenger hunt. I will use clocks to tell time. laminated clock boards

with times on them.

Reading Comprehension:

TEKS:2.9A describe similarities and
differences in the plots and settings
of several works by the same
author. 2.9B describe the main
characters in works of fiction,
including their traits, motivations
and feelings.

Make a chart of all the wacky things that
are in the classroom (circle map style if
you wish). Choose one wacky thing in the
room and explain why it is wacky. Critical
Writing Prompt: Explain how the wacky
item got where it is.

We will identify things that were
wacky about the day. I will select
one wacky item and give reason
for it.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wJpDat6bKLk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wJpDat6bKLk


Phonics:

2.2A.ii We will decode
words in context and
independent of context by
applying common spelling
patterns. 

SPARKLE  I will apply the spelling pattern
to spell five unknown words with
suffix ly and ful.

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=INL6hc9yEow&ind
ex=2&list=PLyfOEVB4O3M
OqR7za0TdvGY7EYPfqYt4C

Writing/Grammar
TEKS:2.19C write brief comments
on literary or informal texts. Reader’s Response for Wacky Wednesda

We will write brief comments on
literary and informal texts. I will
write brief comments on literary
and informal texts.

Social Studies:
We will illustrate the roles of
elected officials through dramatic
play (2.12A-C).

Design and set-up our classroom "town".
All citizens will have different careers and
vote for elected officials: mayor, judge,
sheriff. Each citizen will pay taxes with
fake dollars. Mayor will collect the tax
dollars and as a class we will decide how
to spend the tax dollars.

I will participate in a class
election, pay taxes to my town,
and describe the role and
responsibility in my chosen
career.

Thurs Math:

We will read and write time to the
nearest one-minute increment
using analog and digital clocks and
distinguish between a.m. and p.m.
(2.9.G)

Lesson 18.4 A.M and P.M. When
students come to the classroom in
the moring have the room lights on
to show the time of day. Post clues
on the door and board and have
students figure out what time it is.
Then discuss A.M and P.M. times.

I will use clocks to tell time. clues

Reading Comprehension:

TEKS:2.9A describe similarities and
differences in the plots and settings
of several works by the same
author. 2.9B describe the main
characters in works of fiction,
including their traits, motivations
and feelings.

Read Fox in Socks. Make a class chart of
all the real words and nonsense words in
the book. Students pick one of the
nonsense words and write a dictionary
entry for the word, including example
sentence. Decorate your own sock.
Critical Writing Prompt: Why do you
think Dr. Seuss used nonsense words in
so many of his books?

We will enjoy a fun book by Dr.
Seuss and find all of the
nonsense words. I will write a
definition for one of Dr. Seuss’
nonsense words

Phonics:

2.2A.ii We will decode
words in context and
independent of context by
applying common spelling
patterns.

 Play a spelling race game. I will apply the spelling pattern
to spell five unknown words with
suffix ly and ful.

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=b4KybdSi1Fc&list=
PLyfOEVB4O3MOqR7za0Td
vGY7EYPfqYt4C

Writing/Grammar
TEKS:2.19C write brief comments
on literary or informal texts.

Fox in socks has a lot of alliteration.
Discuss as a class what this term means.
Write some of your own silly sentences
with alliteration. Guided face/frog
drawing with tounge twister (pink paper
for tounge).

We will write brief comments on
literary and informal texts. I will
write brief comments on literary
and informal texts.

Social Studies:
We will illustrate the roles of
elected officials through dramatic
play (2.12A-C).

Town court case. Judge will sit in front of
the room with mayor and sheriff. Six
students will be selected for jury duty.
One student will be accused of
committing a crime. The lawyer will
defend the student and jury members
will deliberate.

I will participate in a class
election, pay taxes to my town,
and describe the role and
responsibility in my chosen
career.

Fri Math:

We will read and write time to the
nearest one-minute increment
using analog and digital clocks and
distinguish between a.m. and p.m.
(2.9.G) Review and take Module 18 test.

I will use clocks to tell time.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=INL6hc9yEow&index=2&list=PLyfOEVB4O3MOqR7za0TdvGY7EYPfqYt4C
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=INL6hc9yEow&index=2&list=PLyfOEVB4O3MOqR7za0TdvGY7EYPfqYt4C
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=INL6hc9yEow&index=2&list=PLyfOEVB4O3MOqR7za0TdvGY7EYPfqYt4C
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=INL6hc9yEow&index=2&list=PLyfOEVB4O3MOqR7za0TdvGY7EYPfqYt4C
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b4KybdSi1Fc&list=PLyfOEVB4O3MOqR7za0TdvGY7EYPfqYt4C
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b4KybdSi1Fc&list=PLyfOEVB4O3MOqR7za0TdvGY7EYPfqYt4C
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b4KybdSi1Fc&list=PLyfOEVB4O3MOqR7za0TdvGY7EYPfqYt4C
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b4KybdSi1Fc&list=PLyfOEVB4O3MOqR7za0TdvGY7EYPfqYt4C


Reading Comprehension:

TEKS:2.9A describe similarities and
differences in the plots and settings
of several works by the same
author. 2.9B describe the main
characters in works of fiction,
including their traits, motivations
and feelings.

Learn about Dr. Seuss.  Kahoot game
about Dr. Seuss.  Dr. Suess character quiz
and test

We will compare all of the Dr.
Seuss books that we read this
week. legends. I will determine
my favorite Dr. Seuss book and
give examples from the text to
why it is my favorite.

Phonics:

2.2A.ii We will decode
words in context and
independent of context by
applying common spelling
patterns. 

Assessment: sadly, gladly,
armful, bagful, boxful I will apply the spelling pattern

to spell five unknown words with
suffix ly and ful.

Writing/Grammar
TEKS:2.19C write brief comments
on literary or informal texts. Favorite Dr. Seuss book reader’s respons

We will write brief comments on
literary and informal texts. I will
write brief comments on literary
and informal texts.

Social Studies: We will Fun Friday activities:Dr. Seuss activities I will


